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. .essentially he's a [pg] all-around martial arts expert with little fighter julian war. he's very reckless. he's tough, he's powerful,
he's got a lot of fights on his resume. . . .woody:a dejected, emasculated male who is looking for a "boyfriend" or whatever.he's
a strange duck. he was abused by his parents, he's got a lot of anger inside of him. he's still struggling with his sexuality and he's
very, very weak.he doesn't really have much strength; he's good at taking [pg] he could beat up about three hundred people if he
wanted to, but he doesn't want to.the middle:a strange, emasculated deformed person is a strong friend to davis.he tries to help
him see himself as strong and beautiful and all that kind of stuff. . . .chris:a good friend of woody.he's the bad guy of the bunch.
he's emasculated, he's scared. he's very sensitive, he has a lot of sex drive. he's in love with davis and he's also the new main
villain of the movie.he runs this [pg] He's the main villain of the movie.comic relief:a male, emasculated professional fighter.
he's a really strong character, but he's very self-conscious about his strength and about his appearance. . . .julian war:the movie's
main character. he's a tough little guy, he's really good at fighting. he's very in touch with his emotions. he's very emotional, but
at the same time he's very smart.his fighting style is totally different from davis's. his technique is totally different from
davis's.he was a six time mma champion. then he got into the [pg] he went to the mixed martial arts. he just joined the gym and
took it all to another level.he is very good and he is fast; he's very strong.and then in the film, he was picked up by the [pg] he
was drafted into the army. A documentary of the same name was made, and a book titled The Little Fighter: The Story of Julian
"Little Fighter" War was written, chronicling his story. He came from Dormagen, North Rhine-Westphalia,
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